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At the Nara Palace Site, designated as a special historic site, besides excavation and

research projects, full-scale presentation (here-in-after referred to as “reconstruction”) of

the buildings and structures and the display of the remains based on the results of such

research projects have been implemented on an ongoing basis by the Agency for Cultural

Affairs and the Nara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties.

The Nara Palace Site is a vast open space located in the urban area, and has been widely

utilized as a place to gain historical and sightseeing experiences for visitors from home

and abroad as well as a wonderful place for daily recreational activities for local

residents.

In order to provide many visitors to the Nara Palace Site with a better understanding of

the World Heritage Site and to continuously raise awareness about the preservation of

the Site, the Government of Japan considers that part of the temporary facilities and

structures set up for the Commemorative Events of the 1300th Anniversary of Nara

Heijo-Kyo Capital (here-in-after referred to as “Commemorative Events”) should be

retained only to the minimum necessary extent for visitors’ convenience, while also

assuring the preservation of the underground archaeological remains and the

conservation of the surrounding landscape.

1. Temporary parking lot, toilets and rest facilities

The Nara Prefectural Government has set up the temporary parking lot in the Nara

Palace Site in order to respond to the needs of the visitors that have increased since the

Commemorative Events at 2010.

In setting up the temporary visitors’ facilities (parking lot, toilets and rest facilities),

earthen mounds of appropriate height were installed in order to preserve the

underground archaeological remains and the facilities were designed, formed and

structured with in harmony with the historical landscape of the Nara Palace Site.

These matters were determined based on the advice from the committee consisting of

experts in the respective fields concerned, so the Nara Prefectural Government believes

that these facilities has no adverse effect on the Outstanding Universal Values to the

Nara Palace Site.

4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the

Advisory Bodies, in line w ith Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines:

a) plans for both temporary and permanent visitor facilities

Response to Paragraph 4-a)
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The Nara Prefectural Government plans to relocate the large-scale housing equipment

factory which is currently located in the southern area adjacent to the World Heritage

Property to another place and construct a new transportation terminal (bus terminal,

bus berth, taxi stand, taxi berth and so on) on the vacant site where the factory is

currently located and then remove the temporary parking lot (See Annex 1-1).

In order to realize the plan, the Nara Prefectural Government executed the land

purchase and sales agreement with the owner of the housing equipment factory in

March 2012, and currently plans to relocate the factory by September 2014 and then

commence the construction of the transportation terminal after completing the soil

contamination investigation and the excavation of buried cultural properties. Moreover,

the Nara Prefectural Government plans to partly commence the service of the

transportation terminal by March 2016 and then remove the temporary visitors’

facilities (parking lot, toilets and rest facilities existing in the southern side of the

Entrance Square).

However, there may be some delays in the commencement of the construction of the

transportation terminal and subsequently the removal of temporary visitors’ facilities

(parking lot, toilets and rest facilities existing in the southern side of the Entrance

Square), depending on the progress of the excavation of buried cultural properties.

The Nara Prefectural Government believes that the construction of the transportation

terminal has no adverse effect on the Outstanding Universal Values of the Nara

Palace Site.

2. The Foundation Subgrade of the South Gate Square of the Former Imperial

Audience Hall Compound and a part of Pedestrian Path

The Association for Commemorative Events of the 1300th Anniversary of the Nara

Heijo-kyo Capital (here-in-after referred to as “Association”)1 has set up the foundation

subgrade of the South Gate Square of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

and the path leading to the railroad crossing of the Kintetsu Nara Line (See Annex 1-1).

After the Commemorative Events, the Association promptly removed the temporary

facilities. However, the foundation subgrade of the South Gate Square of the Former

Imperial Audience Hall Compound and the path leading to the railroad crossing of the

Kintetsu Nara Line have been retained which is presently managed by the Ministry of

Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (“MLIT”) since the Association was

dissolved after the Events (See Annex 1-2).

1 In implementing the Commemorative Events held mainly at the Nara Palace Site, the Nara
Prefectural Government and related parties have established the Association for
Commemorative Events of the 1300th Anniversary of the Nara Heijo-kyo Capital.
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The foundation subgrade of the South Gate Square of the Former Imperial Audience

Hall Compound is used as a pedestrian way connecting the east and west of the Nara

Palace Site, and the path leading to the railroad crossing of the Kintetsu Nara Line is

also used as a pedestrian way connecting the hub zone of the National Government

Park (outside the World Heritage Property) which is to function as a gateway to the

Nara Palace Site and the Former ImperialAudience Hall Compound.

In light of the fact these are minimum facilities set up for the convenience of visitors,

they have been retained and used after the Commemorative Events.

The foundation subgrade of the South Gate Square of the Former Imperial Audience

Hall Compound is to be removed in the process of the “reconstruction” of the Former

Imperial Audience Hall Compound as a part of the physical arrangement of the

National Government Park.

3. Temporary fences surrounding the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

For the reasons indicated below, the Nara Prefectural Government has retained the

temporary fences surrounding the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound after the

Commemorative Events (See Annex 1-2).

1) To secure the traffic line so that visitors can safely and smoothly tour the Former

ImperialAudience Hall Compound.

2) To eliminate the negative impact to the view such as automobiles passing along the

open road on the north side and east side of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound and the commercial facilities located in the neighboring area.

3) To help visitors sense the vast scale of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

by presenting the zoning of the ancient Nara Palace by the temporary fences.

The temporary fences are not a “reconstruction” of the ancient corridors.

These fences shall be removed by the Nara Prefectural Government in the process of

the “reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound to be

implemented by the MLIT as a part of the physical arrangement of the National

Government Park.

Since the temporary fences serve important functions in the management of the area of

the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound, they shall be used as temporary

facilities until the “reconstruction” project commences.
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1. In order to establish a groundwater monitoring system and risk mitigation plans at the Nara

Palace Site, one of the component parts of the World Heritage property “Historic Monuments of

Ancient Nara”, the Government of Japan established the "Yamato-Kita Road Groundwater

Monitoring Study Committee," consisting of experts on cultural properties, groundwater and

geology, in September, 2006. The Committee is in the process of conducting deliberations and

studies on the appropriate on-site groundwater monitoring policy, the emergency environmental

preservation measures in case of any unexpected contingency and the policies for mitigating any

risk to the safety of the groundwater.

2. The Committee has held six meetings up to December 2011. In these meetings, the Committee

carriedout investigations and analysis on the current state of the groundwater leveland the soil

at the Nara Palace Site as wellas the mechanism for preserving the mokkan (wooden tablets for

writing). The Committee also implemented deliberations on the contents of groundwater

monitoring studies during the actual construction of the road, management standard for the

groundwater level, and how to preserve groundwater in case of an unexpected contingency to the

groundwater level. Additionally, the Committee has discussed methods for mitigating risk, for

example conducting field verification at the Nara Palace Site and establishing a monitoring area

during construction.

3. TheGovernmentof Japan plans toreport the progress ofstudies by the Committee. TheCommittee

willkeep discussing the mechanism for the preservation of the mokkan based on the results of soil

studies at the Nara Palace Site. In addition, the Committee will verify the usefulness of the

groundwatermonitoring system and risk mitigationfor a varietyof hypothetical risks. Based on this,

theGovernment ofJapanwilldevelop acomprehensive planfor riskmitigation.

4. The Government of Japan willundertake to complete groundwater monitoring systems and risk

mitigation plans based on the results of future Committee meetings before the Yamato-Kita Road

constructionworks areexpanded to areasnot currentlyunderconstruction. Because theGovernment

of Japan is currently prioritizing development of the section where construction works have been

initiated from the south side distant from the Nara Palace Site, the timing of construction works in

thesectionhasnot beenfinalized.

b) details of progress towards the establishment of the groundwater monitoring system and risk mitigation

plans and plans forconstruction of theYamato-Kita Road highway

Response to Paragraph 4-b)
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Approach to the Preservation, Conservation, Management, Interpretation, and

Promotion of the “Nara Palace Site,” and Its Future Direction

The Government of Japan considers that the “reconstruction” project of the buildings at the

Nara Palace Site, including the Corridors of Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound,

should be based on an approach to the preservation, conservation, management, interpretation,

and promotion of the site and its future direction, as described below.

1. At the Nara Palace Site, information of the archeological remains have been accurately

provided to the visitors through a wide range of presentation methods to show the design,

form, and structures of the architectural spaces established in the eighth century, using

available materials such as box trees, grass, stone, wood, and sometimes concrete or metal.

2. These diverse presentation methods not only provide comfortable amenities to visitors at the

site but also recreate the conditions needed to preserve the underground archaeological

remains.

3. One presentation method called “reconstruction” displays past spaces and/or buildings

in-situ as full-scale models, providing an effective way of enabling visitors to visualize

archaeological remains that have left almost no features above ground.

4. The probability of realizing these full-scale presentations at the Nara Palace Site is

sufficiently high, since they are conducted based on the results of high-level scientific

research on both of the archaeological excavations undertaken over the past more than sixty

years at the site and other historical buildings remaining in the Nara District. Such research

covers history going back to Nara in the eighth century.

5. Furthermore, these full-scale presentation methods are acceptable provided that they are

done within a limited area on the vast premises of the Nara Palace Site, while avoiding any

adverse impact on the underground archaeological remains and artifacts. In the Nara Palace

Site, such full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) has been undertaken in four limited areas:

the Area of Suzaku Gate (South Gate), Area of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound, Area of To-in (Eastern Palace) Garden, and Area of Administrative Office for the

Imperial Household.

6. The nomination document of the “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” to the World

Heritage List refers to the elaborate processes and significant success made through the

Response to Paragraph 4-c)

c) an overall conservation rationale for all planned reconstruction work at the

corridor of the Nara Heijo-kyo Palace site, including detailed plans and the

evidence on which they are based before any reconstruction work is approved;
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development of a wide range of methods for presentation and interpretation to visitors

including full-scale “reconstruction” and balanced management as a whole at the Nara Palace

Site. The Government of Japan submitted this document in 1997 to the World Heritage

Committee to be considered for World Heritage inscription.

Based on the description in the nomination document, ICOMOS, an advisory body to the

World Heritage Committee, noted in its evaluation report for the site that “there has been

some in-situ reconstruction on the Nara Palace Site. The continuity of traditional architecture

in Japan and the substantial amount of data recovered by archaeological excavation have

ensured that the reconstructed buildings have a high level of authenticity in design and

materials.” (ICOMOS Evaluation Report 1998, p.38)

7. The Agency for Cultural Affairs, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism,

the Nara Prefectural Government, the Nara Municipal Government, and the Nara National

Research Institute for Cultural Properties organized an Informal Meeting to exchange

opinions with a member from the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS experts from China,

Korea and JAPAN concerning the state of conservation of the Nara Palace Site from

November 4 to 5 2012 in Nara. Through discussions and a thorough inspection of the site, the

participants came to the conclusion shown in Annex 2.

8. Based on the conclusion of the Informal Meeting mentioned above, while implementing

additional research regarding the design and form of the buildings of the Former Imperial

Audience Hall Compound and ensuring their credibility and reliability, the project of

full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of the buildings scheduled in the National

Governmental Park Plan is to be launched in stages.

The research and studies conducted regarding the underground archaeological remains within

the Nara Palace Site and historical buildings remained in the Nara District have shown that it

is possible to conduct the full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of the Platform of

surrounding Corridors, structures of East Corridor, and West Corridor of the Former Imperial

Audience Hall Compound.(Annex 2-3-1/2-3-2) Accordingly, the working designs for the

reconstruction of these structures and their physical arrangement operations are to be

undertaken.

Regarding the full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of the South Gate, East and West

Towers, and South Corridors which connect the gate and towers, the working designs and

their physical arrangement operations will be undertaken once further research and studies

have shown that it is possible to conduct them with high probability.

9. The Government of Japan intends to make efforts to continue dialogue with ICOMOS

regarding not only the conservation and management of the Nara Palace Site but also the

comprehensive preservation and management of the eight component parts of the "Historic

Monuments of Ancient Nara" as a whole.
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Conclusions of the Informal Meeting for the State of Conservation of Nara
Palace Site, November 4-5, 2012, Nara

The Agency for Cultural Affairs, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and

Tourism, the Nara Prefectural Government, the Nara Municipal Government, and the

Nara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties organized an Informal Meeting

to exchange opinions with a member from the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS experts

from China and Korea, and ICOMOS JAPAN concerning the state of conservation of the

Nara Palace Site from November 4 to 5. The following are the conclusions of the meeting

based on agreement among the participants arising from the discussions and a thorough

inspection of the site.

1. Regarding the “reconstruction” of the historical buildings on the archeological

site, the principles indicated below are to be strictly followed:

1) The “reconstruction” is necessary or beneficial for the protection of the original

historical remains. There is also a universal need for it because it not only provides a

complete interpretation and presentation for the public, but also helps experts to

conduct further research and studies. These roles of “reconstruction” have clearly

been indicated in the Article 7 (paragraph-3) of the “Charter for the Protection and

Management of Archeological Heritage” adopted by ICOMOS in Lausanne,

Switzerland, 1990.

2) The “reconstruction” will not cause any damage or have any other negative

impact on the existing authentic historical remains.

3) To be faithful to the state of the site, the “reconstruction” must be evidenced by

historic archives, archaeological findings, and other related documentation.

4) Similar materials and traditional craftsmanship conforming to the historical

evolution of the site must be used whenever possible for the “reconstruction.”

5) The reconstructed parts must be reversible, so that whenever considered

inappropriate, they can be corrected or undone to restore the original state of the

heritage site.

6) The participants of the meeting recognized that the “reconstruction” project on the

Nara Palace Site has not violated any of the above principles.

Furthermore, the participants recognized that the issue of “reconstruction” is a

Annex 2 [on Paragraph 4-c), 35COM7B.71]
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subject that is extremely controversial in the conservation and presentation of

cultural heritage sites. The participants agreed that only under the condition of

certain principles being strictly followed could “reconstruction” be considered an

understandable and acceptable option for the managers of sites where the

above-ground structures have ceased to exist and only the underground remains are

left.

2. While implementing additional research regarding the design and form of the

buildings of the Former Imperial Audience Hall and ensuring their credibility

and reliability, the project for full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of the

buildings scheduled in the National Governmental Park Plan is to be launched

in stages.

3. It is encouraged that the Government of Japan will make efforts to continue

dialogue with ICOMOS regarding not only the conservation and management

of the Nara Palace Site but also the comprehensive preservation and

management of the eight component parts of the "Historic Monuments of

Ancient Nara" as a whole.
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Summary of the Report, Questions and Answers at the

Informal Meeting for the State of Conservation of the Nara Palace Site

(Prepared by the Agency for Cultural Affairs)

 Summary of the Report (See Annex 2-1-2)

This Report presents the purpose of the Informal Meeting regarding the state of

conservation of the Nara Palace Site organized in Nara by the Government of Japan

on November 4 and 5, 2012 and provide information regarding the position of

full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of buildings and structures among all the

methods for the preservation, management, physical arrangement, and its opening

to the public that have been implemented so far.

1. Purpose of the Meeting

 The purpose of this Meeting is to gain understanding to some extent regarding

the efforts made by the Government of Japan to manage and develop the Nara

Palace Site, which is one of the component parts of the World Heritage Property

“Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” based on the Decision (35COM 7B.71)

adopted at the 35th Session of the World Heritage Committee through an

exchange of views with a member of the UNESCO World Heritage Center and

ICOMOS experts from China and Korea.

 The subjects discussed at the Meeting were (1) the policies and methods for the

management and physical arrangement of the Nara Palace Site, and (2) the

position of full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of buildings and structures

among various management and physical arrangement methods (See Annex

2-1-2, p.1, lower slide).

2. Outline of the Nara Palace Site

 Heijo-kyo (Nara) is the place where the Japanese capital was located in the 8th

century, which means that the Nara Palace Site located at the northern end of

Heijo-kyo (Nara) is an archeological site of Japan’s political and administrative

center. The various archaeological remains of the sites such as the Emperor’s

residence, places used for politics and rituals, and various other places used for

political and administrative functions, which existed for approximately 70 years

from 710 A.D., remain underneath the Nara Palace Site in good condition and

are concentrated in an area of approximately one square kilometer (See Annex

2-1-2, p.2, upper slide).

Annex 2-1-1 [on Paragraph 4-c), 35COM7B.71]
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 According to the results of archaeological excavations conducted continuously

for over 60 years, the spatula structure and location of buildings were

drastically changed in the middle of the 8th century. In particular, the Imperial

Audience Hall Compound, which is one of the topics of discussion at this

Meeting, is a place magnificently developed as a space for political ceremonies

in the first half of the 8th century (See Annex 2-1-2, p.2, upper slide).

3. Details of the reconstruction project of the Nara Palace Site included in the existing

documents related to the World Heritage Convention

 The 1997 World Heritage nomination document for “Historic Monuments of

Ancient Nara” explicitly stated that “the future development plan for the site

including the reconstruction of the Imperial Audience Hall Compound” existed

(See Reference-2). In addition, the following statements were made in the 1998

ICOMOS evaluation report regarding the Suzaku Gate, which had already been

completed in 1998 when the site was inscribed on the World Heritage List (See

Annex 2-1-2, p.3, upper slide).

 “There has been some in-situ reconstruction at the Nara Palace Site. The

continuity of the existing traditional architecture in Japan and the substantial

amount of data recovered by archaeological excavation have ensured that the

reconstructed buildings have a high level of authenticity in design and

materials.” (ICOMOS Evaluation Report 1998, P.38/See Reference-3)

 Accordingly, it shall be pointed out that the reconstruction itself and/or

reconstruction plan for the Suzaku Gate and the Imperial Audience Hall

Compound were mentioned in the documents related to the World Heritage

Convention, and these matters were approved particularly by the ICOMOS

Evaluation Report.

4. Decisions adopted at the 35th Session of the World Heritage Committee

 The following statements were included in the Decision (35COM 7B.71) adopted

at the 35th Session of the World Heritage Committee held in 2011:

“4. (The World Heritage Committee) Requests the State Party to submit to the

World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, in line with

Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines:

c) an overall conservation rationale for all planned reconstruction work at the

corridor of the Nara Heijo-kyo Palace Site, including detailed plans and the

evidence on which they are based before any reconstruction work is

approved,” by 1st of February, 2013.” (See Reference-4,5)

 Other than the above, the statements to request the provision of the

information regarding the progresses on the removal plan (2010) for the
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temporary facilities retained after the Commemorative Events of the 1300th

Anniversary of Nara Heijo-Kyo Capital, the construction plan for the Yamato

Kita Road and the establishment of the underground water monitoring system

was included in the Decision (See Annex 2-1-2, p.3, lower slide).

5. The Basic Scheme for Preservation and Restoration of the Nara Palace Site

Designated As a Special Historical Site (Zoning Plan).

 The Agency for Cultural Affairs formulated the “Basic Scheme for the

Preservation and Restoration of the Nara Palace Site Designated As a Special

Historical Site” (here-in-after referred to as “the Scheme”) in 1978 and

presented the following basic policies (See Reference-6).

(1) Providing a place where citizens can experientially understand the ancient

palace.

(2) Utilizing the place as a base for developing researches and investigations.

(3) Utilizing the place to develop and accumulate technologies regarding the

preservation, restoration, and physical arrangement of archaeological

remains and antiquities.

 In order to implement appropriate management and physical arrangement of

the vast area of 100 hectares or more, the zones were defined based on the

individual characteristics and the direction of the phased implementation to

realize the respective management and physical arrangement methods was

presented.

 It was initially determined that full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of

buildings and structures shall be limited to only four zones in the vast area of

the Nara Palace Site. At the Nara Palace Site, information of underground

archaeological remains have been accurately provided to visitors through a

wide range of presentation methods to show the design, form, and structure of

the architectural spaces established in the 8th century, using available

materials such as box trees, grass, stone and wood etc. These diverse

presentation methods not only have provided comfortable amenities to visitors

at the site but also have recreated conditions needed to preserve the

underground archaeological remains (See Annex 2-1-2, p.4).

6. Diverse presentation methods

 At the Nara Palace Site where underground archaeological remains have left

almost no features above ground, diverse presentation methods to present the

underground remains on the ground and appropriate methods to preserve and

manage the remains have been tried (See Annex 2-1-2, p.5, upper slide).

 For instance, for the zone where the emperor’s residence was located, the
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methods to indicate the location of each pillar of the building using single box

tree topiary, as well as to characteristically express the spatial volumes of the

building, have been adopted.

 For the zone used as a main place for rituals in the late 8th century, the method

to only present the plane area on the ground using modern stones was adopted

for the building with the platform and the foundation stones.

 These presentation methods for the lost buildings were implemented after

ensuring preservation of the underground remains by covering with the

appropriate thickness of soil.

 In addition, there is a zone where visitors can take a close look at the

archeological remains discovered by the excavation by installing a shelter above

the remains. The inside of the shelter is also utilized as a place for providing

comprehensive information regarding the site.

 Moreover, no excavation is planned to be implemented for the time being at the

vast Nara Palace Site and there is a zone that is managed as wetlands or

grasslands with plants in order to preserve the archeological remains. Wooden

antiquities such as mokkan (wooden tablets for writing) buried underground

are appropriately preserved by the abundant groundwater monitoring on a

continuous basis.

7. Full-Scale presentation (“reconstruction”)

 Among diverse presentation methods, full-scale presentation method called

“reconstruction” displays the past spaces and/or buildings in-situ as full-scale

models, providing an effective way of enabling visitors to visualize

archaeological remains that have left almost no features above ground (See

Annex 2-1-2, p.5, lower slide).

 The method for full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) has been used in the

four zones consisting of (1) the area of the Imperial Household Ministry which

was one of the government organizations, (2) the Suzaku Gate which was a

south central gate, (3) To-in (Eastern Palace) Garden area discovered at the

southeast corner of the whole Palace, where large garden stones are remained

at the original locations to display, and other garden-pond area have been

restored by covering by gravel, and (4) the Former Imperial Audience Hall that

was the main place for political ceremonies.

8. The Implementation Plan for the Basic Scheme for the Presentation and Restoration

of the Nara Palace Site

 The Agency for Cultural Affairs directly managed the Nara Palace Site and
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implemented the preservation and physical arrangement of the site for a long

time. However, the project of a national government park by the Ministry of

Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism was launched at the site in 2008.

 Before launching the national government park project, the Agency of Cultural

Affairs formulated the “Implementation Plan for the Basic Scheme for the

Presentation and Restoration of the Nara Palace Site” (2008) in order to ensure

the implementation and promotion of the said basic scheme (1978) (See

Reference-8/Annex 2-1-2, p.6, upper slide).

9. Understanding and recognition of full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) for better

management of the Nara Palace Site

 The full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of the buildings and structures at

the Nara Palace Site, where aboveground architectural elements have

disappeared and only underground remains of building foundations are

maintained, can be one of the diverse methods for balanced management of the

site. It contributes to the provision of information to educate the public about

the site. This is mentioned in Article 7 (paragraph-3) of the “Charter for the

Protection and Management of The Archeological Heritage” adopted by

ICOMOS in Lausanne, Switzerland in 1990 (See Reference-9).

 Thus, if implemented in the limited zones within the vast site, full-scale

presentation (“reconstruction”) is considered as one of the possible solutions for

balanced management, physical arrangement, and utilization of the site (See

Annex 2-1-2, p.6, lower slide).

 Summary of Questions and Answers

 None.
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世界遺産「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である
平城宮跡の保存活用・整備公開

Physical Arrangement, Conservation and Management
of Nara Palace Site,

A Component Part of the World Heritage Property
“Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara”

２０１２年１１月４～５日、平城宮跡（奈良）
文化庁

November 4 and 5, 2012, Nara
Agency for Cultural Affairs

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)

 会議の主旨・目的
以下の２点について、世界遺産センター、近隣の中国・韓国の専門家との意見交換を通じ、
世界遺産「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の管理・整備における日本の
取組みについて一定の理解を得る。

 平城宮跡の管理・整備の方針・方法について
 多様な管理・整備の手法における建造物の原寸大プレゼンテーション（復原。以後“復原”とす

る）の位置付けについて

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

 Aims and Objectives of the Meeting
This meeting’s aim is to encourage an exchange of views and build consensus among the
participants -- a member of the UNESCO World Heritage Centre, two experts from
ICOMOS China and ICOMOS Korea and other experts from the relevant Japanese
authorities -- regarding the conservation and management of Nara Palace Site, one of the
eight component parts of the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient
Nara”.

The subjects to be discussed at the meeting are as follows;

Principles and measures for management and promotion of the Nara Palace Site

Understanding and recognition of “full-scale presentation” (hereafter, “reconstruction”)
of buildings among the various measures for better management, conservation and
promotion of the Nara Palace Site

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)
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「平城宮跡」とは？／What is “Nara Palace Site”?
 ８世紀の約70年間に存在した日本の政治・行政上の拠点の遺跡。

 首都である平城京の北辺に位置し、一辺約1kmの区域に天皇の宮殿、政治・儀式の場など政治・行政上の遺跡が集中して存在する。

 これまでの発掘調査により、8世紀の前半と後半で構造が変化したことが判っている。

 特に大極殿院地区は、8世紀の前半に儀式の場として偉容が整えられた。

 It is an archaeological site of Japan’s political and administrative center established at the beginning of the 8th century. It existed for
about 70 years.

 It is located in the most northern part of the capital city Heijo-kyo (Nara), occupying an area of one square kilometer, including the
main zone andbuildings for the Emperor’s residence and several other zones usedfor politicalandadministrative functions.

 Accordingto the results of archaeological excavations, the structure of the palace was overhauled inthe middle of the 8th century.

 In particular, the majestic Imperial Audience Hall Compound was developed in the first half of the 8th century as a space for political
ceremonies.

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

First half of 8th c.

Latter half of 8th c.

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)

 世界遺産「古都奈良の文化財」の基本情報
 記載年 １９９８年

 顕著な普遍的価値の遡及的言明 (r-SOUV)（案／抄録）
a. 評価基準（ii）、（iii）、（iv）、（vi）

b. 真実性

c. 保護管理

 Basic Information on the “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara”
 Inscription 1998

 Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (Draft/Extract)
a. Criteria (ii),(iii), (iv), (vi)

b. Authenticity

There has been some reconstruction of the gate, the state hall, and the garden at the Nara Palace
Site. The continuity of traditional architecture in Japan and the substantial amount of data
recovered by archaeological excavation have ensured that the reconstructed buildings have a high
level of authenticity in form and design.

The State Party is currently addressing how best to maintain that continuity in ongoing
reconstruction work, emphasizing the need for a clear rationale and justification for all
interventions.

c. Protection and Management

The Japanese government and Nara Prefecture have collaborated to maintain Nara Palace Site.
The site and its buffer zone have been parts of a national park since 2008. Plans for maintenance
projects continue with the goal of proper protection and use of the archaeological site.

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)
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 推薦書（１９９７年）には、大極殿の復原を含む整備計画があることが記述された。

 推薦時には既に朱雀門が建設中であった。

 イコモス評価書（１９９８年）では、「平城宮跡においては原位置における復原が行われている。現

存ずる日本の伝統的建築の継続性及び発掘調査によって発見された相当量の情報は、復原建

築が意匠・材料における高い真実性を持つことを保証している。」と言及された。

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

 The 1997 nomination document noted that the plan for the conservation and
promotion of the site, including “reconstruction” of Daigokuden-in (Former
Imperial Audience Hall Compound), was established.

“Investigation is currently in progress for future reconstruction of the central
Daigokuden-in (Imperial audience hall),” (p.65, Nomination Document, 1997)

 At the time of nomination (1997), the south central Suzaku Gate was under
“reconstruction”.

 The 1998 ICOMOS evaluation report stated, “There has been some in-situ
reconstruction at the Nara Palace Site. The continuity of traditional architecture in
Japan and the substantial amount of data recovered by archaeological
excavation have ensured that the reconstructed buildings have a high level of
authenticity in designand materials.” (ICOMOS Evaluation Report 1998, p.38)

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

 Decision by the World Heritage Committee in 2011
Decision: 35 COM 7B.71

The World Heritage Committee,

1. Having examined Document WHC-11/35.COM/7B, State of Conservation of World
Heritage Properties WHC-11/35.COM/7B, p.136 inscribed on the World Heritage List,

2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.76, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),

3. Notes that the State Party has not removed all of the temporary facilities associated with
the Commemorative Event and plans to retain some of these until such time as
permanent visitor facilities can be constructed, and urges it to proceed with the removal
of all such structures, as previously requested by the World Heritage Committee;

4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the
Advisory Bodies, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines:

a) plans for both temporary and permanent visitor facilities,

b) details of progress towards the establishment of the groundwater monitoring system
and risk mitigation plans and plans for construction of the Yamato-Kita Road highway,

c) an overall conservation rationale for all planned reconstruction work at the corridor of
the Nara Heijo-kyo Palace site, including detailed plans and the evidence on which
they are based before any reconstruction work is approved;

5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February
2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the
implementation of the above.

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)
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 特別史跡平城宮跡保存整備基本構想（１９７８） 文化庁

 個々の特性を考慮した６つの適切な管理・整備のためのゾーニングがさだめられた。

 段階的な実施の方向性が示された。

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

 Establishment of Basic Scheme for the Preservation and Restoration of the Nara
Palace Site, Designated as a Special Historic Site by ACA(1978)

 13 zones are defined, which correspond to individual characteristics and to relevant
measures of conservation and promotion.

 4 zones for “reconstruction”
of buildings

 6 zones for indication of plans
and allotments for
archaeological remains.

 Three zones for visitor
guidance and information

 The scheme indicates phased
implementation

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

In the Nara Palace Site, visitors have been informed accurately using diverse presentation
methods to manifest the design, form and structure of the architectural space established in
the eighth century, using available materials such as box trees, grass, stone, wood, water and
sometimes concrete or metal.

These diverse presentation methods not only provide comfortable amenities to site visitors but
have also recreated conditions needed for effective preservation of underground
archaeological remains.

平城宮跡では、８世紀の
宮殿の空間構造・建造物
の規模・形態などを樹木・
地被植物、石材、水など
の材料を用いて象徴的に
表現する多様なプレゼン
テーションの手法により、
来訪者に対する的確な
情報提供が行われてき
た。

それらの手法は、来訪者
が平城宮跡を散策する
際に良好なアメニティを
提供するとともに、地下
の考古学的遺跡の保存
にも有効な状態を創り出
している。

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)
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内裏地区
写真

Interior of shelter for archeological remains

Presentationof building sites using box tree topiary Presentationof building foundations using stones

Area managed as wetlands or grasslands with plants

特に、往時の空間と建造物の姿を原寸大の規模・形態の下に表現する手法（いわゆる
「復原」）は、平城宮跡への来訪者が地上にほとんど痕跡を残すことのないそれらの地下
の考古学的遺跡を理解する上で効果を発揮している。

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

朱雀門
写真

東院庭園
写真

To-in Garden AreaSouth Central Suzaku Gate Main Hall, Former Imperial
Audience Hall

The presentation method of “reconstruction” displays the past space and/or
buildings in-situ as full-scale models, providing an effective means of
enabling visitors to visualize underground archaeological remains that have
left almost no trace above ground.

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)
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 特別史跡平城宮跡保存整備基本構想推進計画（２００８）

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

 Establishment of the Implementation Plan for the Basic Scheme for the
Preservation and Restoration of the Nara Palace Site (2008)

“Full-scale presentation” (called
“reconstruction”) is performed in a
limited area within the vast area of
the site, avoiding adverse impact
on the underground archaeological
remains.

原寸大プレゼンテーション（復原）は、広大な平城
宮跡の中から場所を限定しつつ、地下の遺構・
遺物に負の影響を回避しつつ行われている。

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)

Zone for reconstruction of buildings

Zone for presentation of archaeological
remains

Zone for tree planting

Zone for wetlands or grasslands with
plants

Zone for study, management and
exhibition

 平城宮跡の管理における朱雀門・大極殿・大極殿回廊の原寸大プレゼンテーション（復
原）の位置付け

 地上に建築の痕跡を残さず、地下にそれらの基礎構造のみを残す平城宮跡において、原寸大のプレ
ゼンテーション（復原）は遺跡を調和的に管理するための多様な手法のうちの一つである。

 それは、来訪者への教育的な側面における情報提供にも寄与している。

 したがって、原寸大プレゼンテーション（復原）は、広大な遺跡において限定的に行われる限りにおい
て、遺跡の管理・整備活用を調和の取れたものとする解決策の一つと考え得る。

「古都奈良の文化財」の構成資産である平城宮跡の保全状況に関する非公式意見交換会／奈良・２０１２年１１月４－５日）

 Understanding and recognition of full-scale presentation (so
called “reconstruction”) of Suzaku Gate, Former Imperial
Audience Hall and its Surrounding Corridors within the premises
of the Nara Palace Site

 Full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) of the buildings in the Nara
Place Site, where aboveground architectural elements have disappeared
and only underground remains of building foundations are maintained, is
one of the methods for balanced management of the site.

 It contributes to educating the public about the site.

 As such, if implemented in the limited area within the vast site, full-scale
presentation (“reconstruction”) is considered a possible solution to
balanced management, conservation and promotion.

Informal meeting to exchange views on the state of conservation of Nara Palace Site, a component part of
the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (Nara, November 4 and 5, 2012)
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Summary of the Report, Questions and Answers at the

Informal Meeting for the State of Conservation of the Nara Palace Site

(Prepared by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism)

 Summary of the Report (See Annex 2-2-2)

1. Preservation and utilization of historical and cultural resources in urban parks

 The definition of an “urban park” in Japan shall be as provided in the Urban

Parks Act established in 1956 (See Annex 2-2-2, p.2, lower slide).

 Historical and cultural resources are preserved and utilized at approximately

600 urban parks out of the total number of urban parks established by local

governments (See Annex 2-2-2, p.3, upper slide).

 A total of 17 national government parks have been established in Japan. 12 of

them are “parks established from the stance of a wider area” and 5 of them are

“parks established as part of national commemorative projects or to preserve

and utilize country-specific cultural assets.” (See Annex 2-2-2, p.3, lower slide)

 One of the national government parks established “to preserve and utilize

country-specific cultural assets” is Yoshinogari Historical Park. Moreover, one

of the national government parks established as part of the national

commemorative projects is Okinawa Commemorative National Government

Park (Shurijo Castle Park). This park contributes to preservation and

utilization of Shurijo Castle, one of the component parts of the World Heritage

Property “Gusuku Sites and Related Properties of the Kingdom of Ryukyu.”

(See Annex 2-2-2, p.4)

 Given that national government parks of approximately 3,000 hectares are

currently operated and used by about 32 million visitors yearly, the Nara Palace

Site is also expected to be used by many visitors. (See Annex 2-2-2, p.5, upper

slide)

2. Outline of Asuka-Nara Palace Site Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace

Site Area)

 Asuka-Nara Palace Site Historical National Government Park is a “national

government park established to preserve and utilize outstanding

country-specific historical resources” and is divided into two districts (See

Annex 2-2-1 [on Paragraph 4-c), 35COM7B.71]
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Annex 2-2-2, p.6, upper slide).

 Among them, the Asuka district is an area established to preserve and utilize

historical features (landscapes) and cultural assets in the Asuka district where

the “creation of Japan as a nation” was initiated (See Annex 2-2-2, p.6, lower

slide).

 In addition, the Nara Palace Site district has been designated as a special

historic site under the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties and is one

of the component parts of the World Heritage Property “Historic Monuments of

Ancient Nara” and also the area of the national government park established to

promote the enhanced preservation and utilization of the Nara Palace Site,

which is one of the representative historical and cultural properties of Japan.

The Agency for Cultural Affairs has worked on conservation and maintenance

of the Nara Palace Site. However, a Cabinet decision was made in 2008 to adopt

a method for operating the national government park in order to preserve and

utilize the Nara Palace Site of 8th Century and to implement the comprehensive

physical arrangement of the Asuka Historical National Government Park

established in order to preserve and utilize the historical landscapes and

cultural properties of earlier eras (See Annex 2-2-2, p.7, upper slide).

 The Nara Palace Site district has been planned mainly on the nationalized land

that was designated as a special historic site, and is basically consistent with

the scope of the component part of the World Heritage Property (See Annex

2-2-2, p.7, lower slide).

 For the Nara Palace Site district, prior to the implementation of the park

development project, the basic plan specifying the details of the basic approach

to be considered in promoting the long-term physical arrangement and

management of the park was formulated in December 2008 through a study

committee consisting of academic experts and public officials, with reference to

comments from the public (See Reference-10/Annex 2-2-2, p.8, upper slide).

 The above-mentioned basic plan contains the basic concept and approach based

on the “Basic Scheme for the Preservation and Restoration of the Nara Palace

Site” and the subsequent “Basic Scheme for the Preservation and Restoration of

the Nara Palace Site Implementation Plan” formulated in 1978 and 2008

respectively by the Agency for Cultural Affairs (See Reference-8/Annex 2-2-2,

p.8, lower slide).

 In the basic plan (See Reference-10), the “spatial layout (zoning)” of the park,

which outlines how to preserve and utilize the overall park, has also been

planned by taking into consideration the roles of the park and the functions to

be incorporated based on assured preservation as precious historical and
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cultural properties. In addition, the plan for the proposed park detailing the

facilities etc. to be physically arranged was formulated based on zoning and

full-scale presentation (“reconstruction”) and shall be implemented only for

limited facilities such as the earthen-walled corridors and the South Gate etc. of

the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound (See Annex 2-2-2, p.9).

 The main details of the physical arrangement to be carried out in

approximately 5 years shall be the “reconstruction” of the Former Imperial

Audience Hall Compound, the physical arrangement of the Central State Halls

Compound area, and the construction of the Nara Palace Site Exhibition Hall

(See Annex 2-2-2, p.10, lower slide).

 A committee consisting of academic experts and relevant institutions’

representatives has been established to deliberate on the “reconstruction” and

physical arrangement plan of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

formulated in July 2011. The committee has specified that “reconstruction shall

be basically implemented according to the proposed reconstruction plan based

on sufficient excavation and study results” and that “reconstruction and

physical arrangement shall be implemented immediately above the

archaeological remains in principle, on the premise that it does not affect the

preservation of the archaeological remains.” Therefore, the detailed design is

being carefully implemented while receiving confirmation from the study

committee (See Annex 2-2-2, p.11).

 The Central State Halls Compound area shall be covered with earthen mounds

and arranged as an open space to emphasize the symbolic axis formed from the

Suzaku Gate to the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound and to provide

visitors with a sense of the vast scale of the site (See Annex 2-2-2, p.12, upper

slide).

 The Nara Palace Site Exhibition Hall shall be developed not only as a facility to

provide visitors with an introduction to the park and its use, but also as

“guidance for deepening visitors’ knowledge and understanding of the Nara

Palace Site” (See Annex 2-2-2, p.12, lower slide).

 Summary of Questions and Answers

1. Questions

 How do you adjust (coordinate) the various national laws that vary among the

government ministries and regional regulations in implementing the integrated
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management of two districts? (the Asuka district and the Nara Palace Site

district)

2. Answers

 The park is actually divided into two districts. However, since the National

Government Park Office is the only organization in charge of the physical

arrangement and management of the both districts, it is possible to integrate

and harmonize both districts. The two districts belong to two different periods,

but since one period follows another (the Nara period (8th century) comes after

the Asuka period (7th century)), we intend to carry out balanced arrangement

and comprehensive management for each district based on the same policies.

 For the Nara Palace Site, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and

Tourism shall be in charge of physical arrangement and management, the

Agency for Cultural Affairs shall be in charge of the ownership of the land and

preservation and management from the point of view of cultural properties,

Nara Prefectural Government shall serve as a custodial body in charge of

management of the site as cultural property, Nara City Government shall be in

charge of promotion, utilization and matters regarding the surrounding

environments, and Nara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties

shall be in charge of research and investigations such as archaeological

excavations. Therefore, exchanges of views and coordination of related works

are to be implemented through meetings and working groups attended by the

above five organizations.
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1. Preservation and Utilization of Historical and Cultural
Resources in Urban Parks

About Urban Parks

4

【The Urban Parks Act (Act Number 79 of April 20, 1956)】

Article 2. The term “urban park” as used in this Act shall mean the following parks or green areas established by
the local or national government and shall also include the park facilities established in the said parks and green
areas by the same organizations.

1. Parks or Green Areas falling under the City Planning Facilities (which shall mean the city planning
facilities provided in Article 4 Paragraph 6 of the City Planning Act (Act No. 100 of 1968). The same shall
apply in the following item.) established by the local government as well as Parks or Green Areas
established in the city planning area provided in the Article 4 Paragraph 2 of the said act by the local
government.

2. The following parks or green areas established by the national government.

(i) Parks or Green Areas falling under the City Planning Facilities established from the stance of a wider area
beyond the prefectural area provided in the preceding Paragraph. (excluding those falling under the
following item (ii)).

(ii) Parks or Green Areas falling under the City Planning Facilities established as a part of national
commemoration projects or by obtaining cabinet approvals in order to preserve and utilize the country-
specific wonderful cultural assets.

* The Paragraph stipulating “Parks or Green Areas established by the national government” was newly
added in 1976 when the urban parks act was revised.
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1. Preservation and Utilization of Historical and Cultural Resources in Urban Parks
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■Case Example (2): Himeji Park (Himeji, Hyogo)

The urban park developed by placing HimejiCastle
designated as a World Heritage Property and a National
Treasure as a main component

Himeji Castle

Planform

*The park area is indicated
by the green line

 Historical and cultural resources are preserved and utilized at approximately600urban parks (area open to public:
approximately 8,300ha)* out of the total number of urban parks established by the local governments

■Case Example (1) : Goryokaku Park (Hakodate, Hokkaido)

The urban park developed by placing Goryokaku
designated as a Special HistoricSite is established as a
main component

Reconstructed building

Goryokaku

* As of April 2007

6

※ ：国営公園名と第１期開園年月

Outline of National Government Parks

●イ号公園

●ロ号公園

滝野すずらん丘陵公園
昭和５８年７月

国営越後丘陵公園
平成１０年７月

国営アルプスあづみの公園
平成１６年７月

淀川河川公園
昭和５２年３月

国営みちのく杜の湖畔公園
国営明石海峡公園 平成元年８月

平成１４年３月

国営常陸海浜公園
国営備北丘陵公園 平成３年１０月

平成７年４月

国営武蔵丘陵森林公園
昭和４９年７月

国営東京臨海広域防災公園
平成２２年７月

国営昭和記念公園
昭和５８年１０月

国営木曽三川公園
昭和６２年１０月

国営讃岐まんのう公園
平成１０年４月 国営飛鳥・平城宮跡歴史公園

飛 鳥 区 域 ： 昭和４９年７月

国営沖縄記念公園 海の中道海浜公園 平城宮跡区域 ： 未供用

海洋博覧会地区 ： 昭和５１年８月 昭和５６年１０月

首 里 城 地 区 ： 平成４年１１月

国営吉野ヶ里歴史公園
平成１３年４月

■Types of National Government Park

(Currently 17parks)

●Parks that fall under the Item (i)

Parks established from the stance of a wider

area beyond the prefectural area provided

in Paragraph 1. (12 parks)

●Parks that fall under the Item (ii)

Parks established as a part of national

commemoration projects or by obtaining

the cabinet approvals in order to preserve

and utilize nationalcommemorations and

the country- specificwonderfulcultural

assets. (5parks)

● Parks falling under
the Item (i)

● Parks falling under
the Item (ii)

Takino National Government Park

July 1983

Echigo Hillside National Government Park

Alps Azumino National Government Park

Yodogawa Riverside Park

Akashi Kaikyo National Government Park

Bihoku Hillside National Government Park

Okinawa Commemorative National Government Park

Sanuki Mannou National Park

Uminonakamichi Seaside Park

Yoshinogari Historical Park

Kiso Sansen Park

Showa Kinen Park

Musashi Kyuryo National
Government Park

The Tokyo Rinkai Disaster Prevention Park

Hitachi Seaside Park

Michinoku Park

July 1998

July 2004

March 1977

March 2002

April 1995

August 1989

July 1974

October 1991

July 2010

October 1983

October 1987

Asuka area: July 1974

Nara Palace Site area: Not open to public

April 1998

October 1981

April 2001

Ocean Expo Park: August 1976

Shurijo Castle Park: November 1992

Asuka-Nara Palace Site Historical National
Government Park

Name of National Parks and
the initial opening date
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The National Government Parks implementing the preservation and utilization of the
country-specific wonderful cultural assets

One of the buildings to which the full-scale presentation
(called “reconstruction”) is conducted (Kitanaikaku (The
Northern Inner Enclosure) “Place for ceremonies”)

■Case Example (1) : Yoshinogari Historical National Government Park ［Kanzaki-machi, Kanzaki-gun, Saga］

 The National Park established after obtaining the cabinet approval in order to preserve and utilize the Special
Historic Site, the Yoshinogari Archaeological Site.

Planform (Area of the national government park: approximately 54ha)

Firsthandexperience ina event Displayof unearthedartifacts

Special Historic Si te Area

Prefectually-designated
Historical Site Area

Prefectural Park Area

National Government
Park Area

8

The National Government Parks implementing the preservation and utilization of the
country-specific wonderful cultural assets

■Case Example (2) : Okinawa Commemorative National Government Park (Shurijyo Castle Park)

The National Government Park established at the ruins of the Shurijyo Castle as a part of the project
commemorating the reversion of Okinawa after obtaining the cabinet approval. The preservation and utilization
of the “Shurijo Castle”, which is one of the component parts of the World Heritage Property, “Gusuku Sites and
Related Properties of the Kingdom of Ryukyu”, are implemented.

Parking

Bus and G eneral Vehicle
Parking Lot Entrance

Houshimon
Seiden

Kofukumon

Shicha-nu-una

Suimui-utaki

Kyo-no-uchi

Tomoya (theBrige of
Nations Bell)

Hokuden

Seiden

Bandokoro

Nanden

Shoin, Sasunoma and
theGarden

Kinjyu-tumesho,
Okushoin

Bifukumon

Higashi-no-azana

HakuginmonYohokoriden

Wi-nu-mou

Enkakuji Temple Site

Houjyouchi (pond)

Houjyo-bashi (bridge)

Former Prefectural
Museum

Prefectural Rd. Route29

Yomochi Blidge

Ryutan

Josai Elementary School

Prefectural Rd. Route50 Prefectural Rd. Route49

GuidanceFacility

East Guard
House

Tama-U-Dun

Shurijo Castle
Park

Management
Center

Shurijo Castle
Park Rest Center

Grass Field

Shureimon

Sonohyan-utaki Stone
Gate

Iri-no-azana

Kankaimon

Kobikimon

Ryuen-kyo (bridge)

Benzaitendo

Enkanchi (pond)

Zuisenmon

Keizuza, Yomotsuza

Rokokumon
Ryuhi

Nichiei-dai (Sundial)

National Government Park

Area

Prefectural Park Area

Nationally-designated

Special Historic Site Area

World Heritage Site Area

Planform
(Area of the national government

park: approximately4.7ha)

Lower Una （Court）^ Shurimui （Utaki［sacred place］）
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The area open to the public and the number of visitors to national parks

9
0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

S48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 H元 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

入園者数 開園面積 2011: 31,990,000 people

2011：3,024ha

1973 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

No. of visitors
(10 thousand
People)

The area
Open to the
Public (ha)

Ministry ofLand, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

10

2. Outline of the Asuka2. Outline of the Asuka--Nara Palace SiteNara Palace Site
Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)
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Outline of the Asuka-Nara Palace Site
Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)

11

 The “Asuka-Nara Palace Site Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)” is the national
government park established to preserve and utilize the country-specific wonderful cultural assets and is divided
into the Asuka district (Asuka-mura, Takaichi-gun, Nara) and the Nara Palace district (Nara-shi, Nara).

1970

・The establishment of the following three areas was
approved by the cabinet.

(1) Ishibutai area (Asuka district)

(2) Amakashi-no-oka area (Asuka district)

(3) Iwaidoarea (Asuka district)

1976

・The National Government Part System was established.
(the Urban Parks Act was revised.)
→ The above three areas were converted into the
Asuka Historical NationalGovernment Park.

・The establishment of the area surrounding
Takamatsuzuka (Asuka district) was approved by the
cabinet.

2001
・The establishment of the area surrounding the Kitora

Tomb (Asuka district) was approved by the cabinet.

2008

・The establishment of the Nara Palace Site area was
approved by the cabinet.

→ The area was converted into the Asuka-Nara Palace
Site Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace
Site)

■ Background of the Establishment

飛鳥区域

和歌山県

兵庫県

京都府
滋賀県

奈良県

三重県

大阪府関西国際空港

大津市

京都市

神戸市
大阪市

和歌山市

津市

奈良市

明日香村

平城宮跡区域

飛鳥区域

■Location Map

Shiga Pref.Kyoto Pref.

Hyogo Pref.

Kobe City

Kyoto City

Otsu City

Tsu City

Nara CityOsaka City

Osaka Pref.

Wakayama City
Asuka-mure

Nara Pref.

Wakayama Pref.

Mie Pref.

The Asuka Area

The Nara Palace Site Area

Kansai International
Airport

12

Outline of the Asuka district of the Asuka-Nara Palace Site
Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)

 The National Government Park established after obtaining the cabinet approval in order to preserve and utilize
the historical features (landscape) and cultural assets in the Asuka district where “the creation of Japan as a
nation” was initiated.

(2) Ishibutai area (4.5 ha)

Preservationandutilizationof the area surrounding the Special
Historic Site, Ishibutai tomb.

(1) Iwaido area (7.4 ha)

Preservationandutilizationof the southern side of the hill area
surrounding the Asuka Palace

(3) Amakashi-no-oka area (25.1 ha)

Preservationandutilizationof the western side of the hill area
surrounding the Asuka Palace

(4) Area surrounding Takamatsuzuka (9.1ha)

Preservationandutilizationof the area surrounding the Special
Historic Site, Takamatsuzuka tomb.

(5) Area surrounding Kitora Tomb (13.6 ha)

Preservationandutilizationof the area surrounding the Special
Historic Sxite, Kitora tomb.

Ishibutai Tomb Takamatsuzuka Tomb

LocationMap(Area of the NationalGovernment Parks:
Approximately 59.7 ha)

National Park (proposed area)

National Park (existing area)

Asuka-mura

The area

surrounding
Takamatsuzuka

Amakashi-no-oka

area

Ishibutai area

The area

surrounding Kitora
Tomb

Iwaido area

Kashihara City
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The Purpose of the establishment of the Nara Palace district of the Asuka-Nara Palace Site
Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)

The enhanced preservation and utilization of the “NaraPalace Site” which is a Special Historic Site as well as one of
the component parts of the World Heritage Property “HistoricMonuments of Ancient Nara” and one of the representative
historical and cultural assets of Japan.

While respecting the fact that the Nara Palace Site has been designated as a special historicsite and is a component part of

the inscribed World Heritage Property “Historicmonuments of Ancient Nara”, we shall conduct the followings.

To exhibit the site and created the landscape in order to providevisitors with experience (firsthand experience) of the

history and culture of the ancient state.

To utilize the site as a information distribution center to communicatethe history and culture of the ancient Nara.

To provide visitors with a comfortableplace and the detailed service.

⇒ the business method for National Government Parks shall be incorporated.

The development of the urban park to preserve and utilizethe Nara Palace Site,which is the country-specificwonderful

cultural assets (approved by the cabinet in October 28, 2008).

The district of approximately 120ha partly including Saki-cho, Hokkeji-cho, Nijyo-oji minami, Nijyo-cho (all in Nara-shi,

Nara) shall be developed as the Asuka-Nara Palace SiteHistorical National Government Park (Nara PalaceSite)* in order to

preserve and utilize the Nara Palace Site, which is the country-specificwonderful cultural assets.

* Hereafter referred to as the Nara Palace Site Historical NationalGovernment Park

14

A Planform of the Nara Palace Site Historical National Government Park Districts

※世界遺産の範囲を記入する

National Government Park Area

Prefectural Park Area

Special Historic Site Area

Historic Site Area

World Heritage Property Area
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Formulation of the Basic Plan

 Prior to the implementation of the project, the basicplan specifying the detailsof the basicapproach to be considered in
proceeding with the long-term physical arrangement and management of the park was deliberated.

 The Study Committee consisting of a panel of academicexperts and relevant institutions’ representatives was established to
deliberate on this basicplan.

 In addition, the publiccomment process was implemented to widelyseek citizens’opinions and reflect their opinions to the basic
plan

May 27, 2008 The 1st Study Committee Meeting

June 20, 2008 The 2nd Study Committee Meeting

July 30, 2008 The 3rd Study Committee Meeting

From August 18, 2008 to September 16,
2008

Implementation of the public
comment process

September 29, 2008 The 4th Study Committee Meeting

■Background of the Deliberations■Committee Composition

9 academic experts

Landscaping
(2 experts)

Physical Arrangement for
Archaeological Remains

Tourism

Ancient Literature/Folklore

Civil Engineering

Japanese Ancient History

Urban Planning

Architecture History

7 administrative committee members

The Basic Plan specifying the matters such as the basic concept, the basic approach and the zoning was
formulated and released (December 1, 2008)

Basic Concept/Basic Approach

16

The “Basic Concept” and “BasicApproach” for the physical arrangement of the park were formulated based on the details of the

“BasicScheme for the Preservation and Restoration of the Nara Palace Site” and the subsequent “Implementation Plan” articulated

by the Agency for Cultural Affairs.

Basic Concept (the way the park should be)

Basic Approach (policies to realize the physical arrangement of the park in accordance with the basic approach)
* partly extracted

To create a place where “the Nara period can be experienced today” through the preservation and utilizationof the
Nara Palace Site within the historicaland cultural landscapeof the ancient capitalof Nara.
To create a place where “the Nara period can be experienced today” through the preservation and utilizationof the
Nara Palace Site within the historicaland cultural landscapeof the ancient capitalof Nara.

(1) Appropriatepreservationand utilization as a historical and cultural asset that has been designatedboth as a Special Historic Site and a World
Heritage Property

To respect the fact that the Nara Palace Site has been designated as a Special Historic Site by the Japanese government and has been inscribed on the World Heritage List as a

component part of the “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” and to securely preserve these precious historical and cultural assets and pass it on in excellent condition to future
generations..

(2) A first-hand experience of the historyand cultureof the ancient Japanesestate

To present the site to the public in a manner appropriate to its scale and to create a landscape, along with the historical and cultural landscape of the ancient capital of Nara

immediately surrounding the Nara Palace Site, enabling visitors to imagine what the area was like in ancient times. In addition, to provide easily understandable interpretive displays
that would stir the imaginations of the visitors and to hold a variety of special events.

(3) Creating a centerfor theappreciationof the history and cultureof ancient Nara

To utilize the Nara Palace Site not only as a center for dissemination of information on the history and culture of ancient Nara, but also as a center for international communication

through the sharing of that history and culture.

(4) A spatial configuration facilitating optimal utilization as a National Government Park

To create a pleasant and appealing space and to provide carefully planned services. In addition, to make it a truly public park created and nurtured by the people who use it by

seeking the participation of local citizens, NPOs and a variety of other stakeholders in the physical arrangement, management, and operation of the park.
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Zoning

 The spatial layout for this park has been planned by taking into consideration the roles to be played by the park and the
functions to be incorporatedbased on the premise of securely preserving the precious historical and cultural assets.

(1) Core Zone
The zone where the space is createdby taking
advantage of the historicalassets, centering on

the buildings to which the full-scale
“reconstruction” is conducted andthe special

events and educational programs are conducted
to provide visitors with a first-hand experience of

the ancient Nara Palace.

(2) Green Zone
The zone that provides visitors with a variety of
recreational experience such as strolling andplant

and nature observations by taking advantage of
natural environments including grass fieldanddamp

ground.

(3) PerimeterZone
The zone where a shady woodedarea is created
between the palace site andthe city streets and

the facilities requiredfor the park entrance and

garden path are installed.

(4) Hub Zone
The zone where the facilities that provide visitors with

comprehensive information regarding the Nara Palace

Site, exhibit unearthed artifacts and materials and

serve as a base for providing usage guide service and

managing operation of the park are intensively

established.

17

Green Zone

Green ZoneCore Zone

Core Zone

Perimeter
Zone

Perimeter
Zone

Hub Zone

West
Entrance

East Entrance

South Entrance

Plan of Proposed Park

18

 The Plan for Proposed Park detailing the facilities etc. was formulated based on the zoning.

 The facilities to be reconstructed are limited to only a few part of the Nara Palace Site. (Former Imperial Audience Hall
Compound, Suzaku Gate, East Palace Garden and Supposed Ministry of the ImperialHousehold)

Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound
・The main building of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

(the “reconstruction” completed)
・Earthen-walledcorridors, innercourtyard, south gate, east

and west towers

Suzaku Gate
(the “reconstruction”

completed)

Nara Palace Site Exhibition Hall
(Park Management Center)

East Palace Garden
(the “reconstruction”

completed)

Supposed Ministry of the
Imperial Household

Nara Palace Special Historic Site
Suzaku Avenue Historic Site
Park area underconstruction in
the urban plan
Planned roadway

Reconstructed buildings
Other buildings

(Visitor services, etc.)
Foundation displays
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Ministry ofLand, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

19

3. Main Details of the Physical Arrangement to3. Main Details of the Physical Arrangement to
be carried out in approximately 5 yearsbe carried out in approximately 5 years

Main Details of the Physical Arrangement to be carried out in approximately 5 years

20

(1) “Reconstruction” of the
Former Imperial Audience
Hall Compound

(2) Physical Arrangement and Paving of
the Central State Halls Compound
Area

(3) Construction of the Nara
Palace Site Exhibition Hall

Nara Palace Special Historic Site

Suzaku Avenue Historic Site

Park area under construction in
the urban plan

Planned roadway

Reconstructed buildings

Other buildings
(Visitor services, etc.)

Foundation displays
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(1) “Reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

21

 The committee consisting of a panel of academicexperts and relevant institutions’ representatives has been established
to deliberatethe “reconstruction” and physical arrangement of the principalstructures in the Former Imperial Audience
Hall Compound at their original size based on the excavations and various studies conducted so far and to create a facility
where visitors can gain a first-hand experience of the ancient Nara Palace and enjoy learning the history and culture
through the efforts including the utilization of the reconstructed structures.

September 22, 2010 The 1st Committee Meeting

December 9, 2010 The 2nd Committee Meeting

February 14, 2011 The 3rd Committee Meeting

June 7, 2011 The 4th Committee Meeting

July 4, 2011 The 5th Committee Meeting

July 29, 2011
The “Reconstruction” and Physical Arrangement Plan
of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound was
finalizedandreleased.

May 21, 2011 The 6th Committee Meeting

■Background of the Deliberations■Committee Composition

11 academic experts

Literature

Archaeology(2 experts)

Civil Engineering

Architecture History (2 experts)

Ancient History

Physical Arrangement for
ArchaeologicalRemains

Urban Planning

Wooden Architecture

Landscaping

11 Administrative committee members

(1) “Reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound (The “Reconstruction” and
Physical Arrangement Plan of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound)

22

 BasicApproach *Partly extracted

 By taking into the consideration the fact that the Nara Palace Site has been designated as a Special Historic Site andis a component part of the World
Heritage Property, the “reconstruction” shall be basically implemented according to the proposed “reconstruction” planformulated based on the
sufficient excavationandstudy results.

 In principle, the “reconstruction “andphysicalarrangement shall be implementedimmediatelyabove the archaeological remains on the premise that it
dose not affect the prevention of the archaeological remains.

West Corridor

East Corridor

Inner Courtyard

North Corridor

The Former Imperial Audience Hall
(the “reconstruction” completed)

South
Corridor

West
Tower East

Tower

South
Gate

■ A Rendering of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound
Based on the “Reconstruction” and Physical Arrangement Plan

* The rendering may be changed as the designing process progresses.

The designing process is being progressed based on the “reconstruction” and physical arrangement plan while the
details are checked and reviewed by holding the committee meetings.

Cross-section diagram of earthen-walled corridor

Platform

Inner Courtyard→
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(2) Physical Arrangement and Pavement of the Central State Halls Compound District

23

 The interim physicalarrangement work for the parkland shall be undertaken at the Central State Halls Compound with the aim
to emphasize the symbolicaxis formed from the Suzaku Gate to the Former ImperialAudience Hall Compound and provide
visitors a sense of the vast scale of the site.

 This work will enable visitors to approach the site whilefeeling a sense of the vast scale of the site and having a full view of the
Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound and to have a first hand experienceof the platformarranged to the Central State
Halls Compound.

A RenderingCurrent status

 As the main entrance to the park, the Nara Palace Site Exhibition Hall shall be developed as a facility to provide visitors with an
introduction to the park and its use, “guidance fordeepening visitors’ knowledge and understanding of the NaraPalace Site”
and “displays of unearthed artifacts”

(3) Construction of the Nara Palace Site Exhibition Hall

Suzaku
Gate

Nara Palace Site Exhibition
Hall

■ A Rendering of the Nara Palace Site Exhibition Hall

24* The rendering maybe changed as the designing process progresses.

Suzaku
Avenue
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Summary of the Report, Questions and Answers at the

Informal Meeting for the State of Conservation of the Nara Palace Site

(Prepared by the Nara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties/

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism)

 Summary of the Report Prepared by the Nara National Research Institute for

Cultural Properties (See Annex 2-3-2)

1. Overview of the Nara Palace Site

 A description of conventional “full-scale presentation” is provided as a reference

for the research method currently being implemented for the full-scale

presentation (“reconstruction”) of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound. This is a method for reconstructing lost structures and buildings by

pursuing their most likely form, structure, and design. This method is

conventionally called “reconstruction”.

 A description is provided regarding the Heijo-kyo (Nara), where the Nara

Palace was located, and the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound of the

Nara Palace (See Annex 2-3-2, p.1). The capital was relocated from Asuka to

Nara (Heijo) in 710 A.D. and relocated from Nara to Kuni in 740. It was

relocated again from Kuni to Nara (Heijo) in 745 A.D. and to Nagaoka in 784

A.D.. The Nara Palace constituting the core part of the Nara (Heijo) Capital is

located in the center of the northern part of the capital. The Suzaku Gate is a

main gate located in the center of the southern end of the Nara Palace. The

Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound located directly north of the Suzaku

Gate was an important place for state ceremonies until 740 A.D.. The Imperial

Domicile where the Emperor resided is located in the precinct on the east side of

the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound.

The Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound is a vast open space that

measures 318m north-south and 177m east-west, which is surrounded by

corridors. At the center of the South Corridor, the South Gate is flanked by two

large towers. The courtyard surrounded by the corridors is divided into north

and south by an east-west bricklaying wall (revetment). The Imperial Audience

Hall was built in the north part which is approximately 2 meters higher than

the south part. Previous excavations have revealed that the building structures

of the Imperial Audience Hall Compound differ significantly before and after

Annex 2-3-1 [on Paragraph 4-c), 35COM7B.71]
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relocation of the capital to Kuni. Therefore, the period until 745 A.D. shall be

called the first phase (Phase I) and the period after 745 A.D. shall be called the

second phase (Phase II). The first phase shall be further divided into three

sub-periods (Phases I-1, I-2 and I-3). The Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound was completed in Phase I-2. Therefore, “reconstruction” shall be

implemented targeting the Phase I-2, when most buildings were already

completed (See Annex 2-3-2, p.2, upper slide).

2. Method of previous research on “reconstruction”

 The method of previous research on “reconstruction” of the Suzaku Gate and

the Imperial Audience Hall is provided below (See Annex 2-3-2, p.2, lower slide).

An excavation conducted in 1964 revealed the location and size of the Suzaku

Gate for the first time. The excavations conducted on an ongoing basis until

1990 revealed the locations of pillars as well as the foundation structure. A 1:10

scale model was created in 1965, and research on “reconstruction” was carried

out while research on the remaining ancient architectures was conducted. At

the same time, experiments on construction methods and materials etc. were

repeatedly carried out in order to satisfy the current Building Standards Act.

“Reconstruction” work actually started in 1993 and was completed in 1998,

when the Nara Palace Site was inscribed on the World Heritage List as one of

the component parts of the “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” (See Annex

2-3-2, p.3, upper slide).

The excavation conducted in 1990 revealed that there were three lines (east to

west) of ne-ishi assemblage (foundation stones) and six lines (north to south) of

the same. The traces of foundation stones, ne-ishi assemblage under the

foundation stones, and traces of the platforms were also identified, and the

sizes and patterns of roof tiles were confirmed at the excavation. Thus, accurate

information regarding the plane size of the buildings and foundation structures

could be gained from these elaborate excavations (See Annex 2-3-2, p.3, lower

slide).

Research on the upper structure and its detailed design was continuously

implemented while ancient documents and paintings as well as the remaining

historical buildings and structures from the 7th and 8th centuries were analyzed.

Since only a limited number of ancient documents and paintings from the 8th

century were left, those from the 9th century were also analyzed. The Suzaku

Gate of the Heian Palace, which existed from 9th to 11th centuries in present-day

Kyoto, is shown in the paintings used as a reference for “reconstruction”. These

paintings revealed that the Suzaku Gate was a two-story gate and the roof was
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kawara-buki (tile-roofing). The colors painted on the building were also

identified (See Annex 2-3-2, p.4, upper slide).

Among the ancient buildings used as a reference, the Middle Gate of the

Horyu-ji Temple built in the early 8th century is the only remaining two-story

gate of all buildings built until the 12th century. The basic structure and the

proportions of the upper and lower stories of the Suzaku Gate were modeled on

those of the Horyu-ji Temple. The construction period of the Suzaku Gate is

about the same as the East Pagoda of Yakushi-ji Temple built in 730, adopting

the same bracket complex style (See Annex 2-3-2, p.4, lower slide).

 The excavations of the eastern part and the western part of the Former

Imperial Audience Hall were conducted in 1970 and 1998 respectively. The

“reconstruction” completion drawing was created based on an excavation report

formulated in 1982 and the analysis of the detailed structures etc. were

continuously implemented using models. The “reconstruction” work started in

2001 and was completed in 2010. The excavation of the Former Imperial

Audience Hall revealed traces of jifuku-ishi (a long horizontal base stone)

placed at the bottom among the stones of the platform, as well as the locations

and sizes of the platform and stairs (See Annex 2-3-2, p.5, upper slide).

Moreover, according to the 8th century document, the Former Imperial Audience

Hall was relocated when the capital was relocated to Kuni. A part of the

foundation stones still remains at the site of Imperial Audience Hall of the Kuni

Palace Site, and the excavation revealed the locations of the pillars. A

comparison of the pillar locations of the Imperial Audience Hall of the Kuni

Palace Site with those of the remains of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound of the Nara Palace Site shows that the width of the stairs of the

Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound is identical to the lengths between

pillars at the Imperial Audience Hall of the Kuni Palace Site. Cases where the

width of stairs and the lengths between pillars are identical are frequently

observed in excavations conducted on sites of palaces and temples. As such, the

Former Imperial Audience Hall of the Nara Palace Site was found to be 9 bays

in length x 4 bays in width, which was same as that of the Imperial Audience

Hall of the Kuni Palace Site (See Annex 2-3-2, p.5, lower slide).

The height of the building platform can be calculated based on the width of the

stairs, and the pitch of the stairs is considered to be approximately 45 degrees

according to the archeological remains unearthed in a good condition. The

width of the stairs of the Former Imperial Audience Hall is 4.1m and the height

of the platform is calculated to be 3.4m given the stone materials (used for the

sides of the stairs) unearthed from the Site after 745 A.D.. The width of the
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traces of Jifuku-ishi revealed by the excavation is narrower than the width

estimated assuming that the height of the platform is 3.4m. Therefore, there is

a high probability that it is a two-story platform. Hence the two-story platform

is adopted using the existing Kondo (Main Hall) of Horyu-ji Temple as a

reference (See Annex 2-3-2, p.6, upper slide).

As with the Suzaku Gate, further research was continuously implemented on

the upper structure of the Former Imperial Audience Hall with reference to the

ancient documents and pictures as well as the remaining buildings and

structures from 7th and 8th centuries. The roof style and the ornamental roof

tiles (called Shibi) used for both sides of the roof were identified by the Imperial

Audience Hall of the Heian Palace shown in the paintings from the 12th century.

Moreover, the fact that there are no walls or doors at the front of Imperial

Audience Hall of theHeian Palace was revealed from a painting drawn from the

front. In view of the functions and features as well as the major form of

buildings in the same period, there is a high probability that it was a building

with a two-story roof (See Annex 2-3-2, p.6, lower slide).

As mentioned above, the structures, designs and techniques of the existing

ancient architectures were thoroughly analyzed and these principles were

pursued. One of the ancient buildings used as a model was the Kondo (Main

Hall) of Toshodai-ji Temple. This had a single story roof, which was built in 780

A.D., and the idea was to place the second-story roof on it. Another was the

Kondo (Main Hall) of Horyu-ji Temple with a two story roof, which was built at

the end of the 7th century. Structural dynamics research was conducted to

analyze these two models. As a result, it was determined that the idea of using

the Horyu-ji Kondo (Main Hall) as a model could be rational in structure as a

building with a two-story roof. As with the Suzaku Gate, the styles of the

bracket complex and eaves were modeled on those of the East Pagoda of

Yakushi-ji Temple (See Annex 2-3-2, p.7, upper slide).

The traditional techniques confirmed by the investigations on ancient

architectures etc. have been adopted for “reconstruction” of the buildings.

Typical examples are the surface treatment of wood by utilizing tools such as an

adze and spear plane that have been used since ancient times, and patterns and

painting utilizing ancient paints and techniques. This contributes to the

retention and succession of traditional techniques in the construction processes

(See Annex 2-3-2, p.7, lower slide).

3. Considerations regarding “reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound
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 For research on “reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Compound, the basic “reconstruction” method shall be the same as those of the

Suzaku Gate and the Imperial Audience Hall. The subjects of the research shall

be the corridors surrounding the Former Imperial Audience Hall, the South

Gate located at the center of the South Corridor, and the East and West Towers

located at each side of the South Gate. At the South Corridor, ne-ishi placed as

the bottommost foundation stones, traces of the foundation stones, traces of

jifuku-ishi (long horizontal base stones), and a ditch for rain water were

unearthed. The locations of the foundation stones were identified by the

locations of ne-ishi placed as the bottommost foundation stones, and these

traces revealed that the spacing between pillars should be 4.6m in length and

7.1m in width. This width is too large compared to the length or to similar cases

of corridors. In view of the condition of the remains described below, the

corridors have the structure of earthen walled corridors, where earthen walls

are built at the center of the width of the corridor. The distance between the

foundation stone and the ditch for rain water is 3.2m, which is the same as the

distance between the pillar of the corridor and the edge of the eaves (See Annex

2-3-2, p.8, lower slide).

At the East Corridor, traces of the foundation stones and the ditch for rain

water were unearthed. These locations are about the same as those identified at

the South Corridor and accordingly the upper structure is also considered to be

the same. In addition, in view of the similarities between the remains of the

West and North Corridors, as well as similar cases of existing corridors of other

temples and shrines, it is highly likely that all four corridors (north, south, east

and west corridors) surrounding the Former Imperial Audience Hall have the

same structure. Moreover, a pair of pillar holes spaced 3.5m apart was

confirmed at the center of the earthen walls located at the East Corridor. A

study on similar cases has revealed that the holes are the remains of the gate

located on the earthen walls (See Annex 2-3-2, p.9, upper slide).

The fact that many roof tiles were unearthed from the areas around the

corridors and the East and West Towers revealed that the roofs of these

buildings were kawara-buki (tile-roofing), and the designs and size of the tiles

were also identified. In addition, as approximately 50 centimeter-high

foundation stones and stone materials used for the platform have been

unearthed from the remains of the West Tower, the height of the platform and

diameters of the pillars could be estimated (See Annex 2-3-2, p.9, lower slide).

For the layout of the pillars of the South Corridor, the sizes of the east and west

of the South Gate shall both be 4.6m x 15 bays. The intercolumnar length of the

southern part of the East Corridor shall also be 4.6m. The intercolumnar length
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of the northern part of the East Corridor was not identified because no remains

exist. However, the location of the gate confirmed by the excavation shall be a

fixed point and if the intercolumnar length of 4.4m is extended from the

location of the bricklaying wall (revetment) to the northern direction, the gate

location mentioned above is consistent with the location identified from the

remains. Therefore, the highly probable size is 4.4m (intecolumnar length) x 23

bays for the north of the gate and 4.6m (intercolumnar length) x 46 bays for the

south of the gate (See Annex 2-3-2, p.10, upper slide).

The height of the corridor platform can be calculated by taking into

consideration the surrounding terrain, the traces of the foundation stones, and

the sizes of the unearthed stone materials that have been identified from the

excavation. At the South Corridor, the width of the platform shall be between

10.4m and 11m based on the traces of the stone materials of the platform. In

view of the height (50cm) of the unearthed foundation stones, the height of the

ne-ishi, and the size of the stone materials used for the exterior of the platform,

the height of the platform at the South Corridor shall be between 0.3m and

0.8m for the north side, and between 0.8 m and 1.1m for the south side. In

addition, part of the structures on the surface of the ground was identified from

the unearthed remains. In view of the terrain where the north is high and the

south is low, the width of the platform shall be approximately 11m and the

height shall be approximately 0.6m for the north side and approximately 0.9m

for the south side (See Annex 2-3-2, p.10, lower slide/p.11, upper slide).

Regarding the upper structure of the corridors, there are the signs that the

center part of the width of the corridor has been left as original terrain without

leveling during the foundation construction according to the cross section

diagram of the corridor and, as mentioned above, the remains of the gate have

been found at the center part of the width at the East Corridor. For these

reasons, the upper structure shall be identified as an earthen-walled corridor

have been determined based on paintings of the Imperial Audience Hall

Compound of Heian Palace and its style and structure have almost been defined

based on the other examples of archaeological remains of Corridors excavated

at the Imperial Domicile Compound of the Nara Palace (See Annex 2-3-2, p.11,

lower slide).

The remains of the East and West Towers located on the both sides of the South

Gate are in good condition, and excavations of the remains revealed that the

size of the platform is about 28m in length x 19.5m in width and the plane area

of the building is 5 bays in length x 3 bays in width. The most distinctive

feature of the remains of the East and West Towers is that there are 16 huge

holes for outer pillars (holes for dug-standing pillars). In addition, ne-ishi
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(bottommost foundation stones) were found at eight locations in the building

and it was revealed that the building had a unique structure where both

dug-standing pillars and pillars standing on foundation stones (soseki-dachi)

were used (See Annex 2-3-2, p.12, upper slide).

The outer pillars were found at the excavation of the East Tower conducted in

1973, and the plane area of the Tower was determined accordingly. In addition,

as the roofing tiles (sumiki futagawara) placed on members called sumiki used

for the corners of the roof were unearthed, it was revealed that the roofs of the

East and West towers were built in the styles of Irimoya-zukuri (half-hipped

roof) or Yosemune-zukuri (hipped roof) where sumiki were used (See Annex

2-3-2, p.12, lower slide).

The diameter of the outer pillars unearthed from the East Tower is 72cm, while

the diameter of the inner pillars is estimated at approximately 40cm given the

sizes of the ne-ishi (bottommost foundation stones) and unearthed foundation

stones. Thus, the difference between the outer pillars and inner pillars is not

only a method for erecting pillars but also for determining their size (diameter).

In addition, the excavation revealed the process of the foundation work where

the corridor platform from Phase I-1 was partly eliminated and then the

extensions of the East and West towers were conducted. This is an extremely

important fact when considering the upper structure of the East and West

Towers (See Annex 2-3-2, p.13, upper slide).

Regarding the upper structure of the East and West Towers, it could be

assumed that the pillars above ground were tall and the towers were therefore

two-story buildings given the depth of the holes of the outer pillars (holes for

dug-standing pillars) and the large diameter. However, a structure often

observed in existing Japanese historical buildings built before the 12th century

is that the pillars of the first floor and the second floor were erected separately.

The type of structure of the East and West towers has never been observed in

such existing buildings. However, according to the process of the foundation

work for the East and West Towers of Nara Place Site, the outer pillars were

erected to construct a roof structure, and then the inner pillars were erected to

floor the building for the second floor. In this case, the outer pillars support

both the roof and the second floor, and the inner pillars support only the second

floor, and thus the roles of the outer and inner pillars are clearly different. This

is consistent with the fact that the inner pillars of the unearthed remains are

soseki-dachi (pillars standing on foundation stones) and have small diameters.

In Japan, there are few examples of structures where inner pillars are not

erected on the second floor, but a roof with sumiki is built. Therefore, examples

from China and Korea have been used as reference for further consideration
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(See Annex 2-3-2, p.13, lower slide).

Based on the unearthed remains, further consideration regarding the South

Gate is also underway.

 As described above, the form and structure of “reconstruction” of the corridor

platform and the upper structure have been almost determined. In particular,

matters regarding the upper structure of the East and West Towers and the

South Gate are currently being considered. We consider that the

“reconstruction” of the South Gate, the East and West Towers, and the

Corridors to be implemented this time will also contribute to the fostering of

human resources to confirm and take over traditional techniques (See Annex

2-3-2, p.14).
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 Summary of the Report prepared by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Transport and Tourism (See Annex 2-3-3)

1. “Reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

 The research and studies conducted so far have shown the grounds for

“reconstruction” (such as locations, forms, and structures, etc.) of the Platform,

East Corridor and West Corridor among the buildings and structures of the

Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound. Accordingly, it is currently being

considered to proceed with the working design and physical arrangement

operations of “reconstruction” for these structures (See Annex 2-3-3, p.1, lower

slide).

 In principle, “reconstruction” shall be implemented “based on the draft plan for

“reconstruction”. However, the safety and utilization of the park should be

taken into consideration. The location for the “reconstruction” of the Former

Imperial Audience Hall Compound partly contains soft grounds and the weight

of the upper structure should be reduced to enable the construction of the

earthen-walled corridor. Measures should be taken to prevent visitors from

being injured due to collapse of the “reconstructed” building inthe event of

natural disasters such as earthquakes (See Annex 2-3-3, p.2, upper slide).

 It is being considered to secure exhibition spaces to provide an outline of the

Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound and a description of the ancient

Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound. It is also being considered to secure

exhibition spaces in the West Corridor and West Tower, based on the principle

that exhibitions be minimized by taking the design into consideration and

without modifying the forms and designs of the structures, specified in the draft

plan for “reconstruction” (See Annex 2-3-3, p.2, lower slide).

 The excavation revealed that the inner courtyard was pebbled. However, in

order to ensure smooth access by wheelchair users or the elderly, etc., it is being

considered to take measures such as partially changing the paving methods or

applying a paving method to prevent gravel from being thrown up when

emergency vehicles pass through. In all cases, the design and colors should be

taken into consideration (See Annex 2-3-3, p.3).

 Summary of Questions and Answers
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1. Question

 Has the matter regarding “reconstruction” of archeological remains been

discussed in Japan? In what way has agreement been reached?

2. Answer

 Before the commencement of “reconstruction”, we have not only created

“reconstruction” models but also made an enormous number of drawings to

discuss good, bad, and unclear points.

Moreover, legal procedures have been taken through which matters regarding

the permissible extent of “reconstruction” have been discussed in detail and

technically on a case-by-case basis by the national council and a meeting of

experts (established under the council) and have been approved by the Agency

for Cultural Affairs.
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The full-scale presentation (called reconstruction”) plan
for the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

The full-scale presentation (called “reconstruction”)

= To reconstruct lost structures and buildings by

pursuing the highly probable form

it is conventionally called “reconstruction”

1. The overview of the Nara Palace Site

2. The conventional “reconstruction” method
–The Suzaku Gate and the Former Imperial Audience Hall

3. The consideration regarding the
“reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

Nara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties
November 4, 2012at Nara Prefectural NewPublic Hall

Nara Period

710: The capital was relocated to Nara (Heijyô)

740: The capital was relocated to Kuni

744: The capital was relocated to Naniwa

745: The capital was relocated to Shigaraki

745: The capital was relocated again to Nara (Heijyô)

784: The capital was relocated to Nagaoka

The Nara Capital

Suzaku Gate

1. The overview of the Nara Palace Site

(the main entrance)

The Former Imperial
Audience Hall Compound

Imperial Residence
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First Imperial Audience Hall

Corridors

South
Gate

East
Tower

West
Tower

Brick Retaining Wall

177m

I-2 Phase

I-1 Phase

I-3 Phase

The full-scale presentation (called “reconstruction”) plan
for the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

1. The overview of the Nara Palace Site

2. The conventional “reconstruction” method
–The Suzaku Gate and the Former Imperial Audience Hall

3. The consideration regarding the
“reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

Suzaku Gate (Completed in 1998) Former Imperial Audience Hall (Completed in 2010)
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The “reconstruction” of the Suzaku
Gate of the Nara Palace

1964: The excavations of the northern part were conducted.

1965: The 1:10 scale model was created.

1979: The excavations at the southern end were conducted.

1980: The full-scale model of bracket complex was created.

1986: The “research on the design and structure of the
Suzaku Gate of the Nara Palace” was launched.

1987: The structure reinforcement modelwas created.

1989: The “ reconstruction” of the foundation was initiated
(until 1992).

1990: The re-excavations were conducted.

1992: The full scale experiment of the earthquake
resistant wall was conducted.

1993: The full “reconstruction” of the Suzaku Gate
was initiated.

1998: The “reconstruction” was completed.

The excavation of the Suzaku Gate conductedin 1964

The 1:10 scale model created in 1965

Suzaku Gate Reamins (1990, from the east)

Excavated fragment of a foundationstone

5 bays inwidth and 2 bays in depth, distance between pillars: 5m, the platform: 33m inwidth and
18m in depth

Ne-ishi
(bottommost

foundation stones)
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The Suzaku Gate of the Heian Palace
shown in the paintings from the 12th century

The Suzaku Gate of the Heian Palace shownin
the paintings from the 14th century

Second story
Irimoya-zukuri (half-hipped roof)

Hongawara-buki (tile-roofing)
Shu-nuri (painting in red)
Shira-kabe (white walls)

(Taken from “Ban Dainagon Ekotoba” “The 2nd edition
of Japanese ScrollingPicture” published by
Chuokoronsha Inc in1987)

(Taken from “Haseo Zoshi” “The 11th edition of Japanese
Scrolling Picture” published by Chuokoronsha Inc in 1988)

The Middle Gate of Hôryû-ji Temple: the only ancient two-story gate
(the early 8th century)

The East Pagoda of
Yakushi-ji Temple
Constructed in 730

The construction
period is about the
same as that of the

Nara Palace.

The bracket complex
style was adopted in
“reconstruction” of
Suzaku Gate of Nara

Palace Site.

The Suzaku Gate Yakushi-ji East Pagoda
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The 1:10 scale model created in 1994

The excavationof the Former Imperial Audience Hall, 1998

The “reconstruction” of the Former
Imperial Audience Hall Compound

1970: The excavations of the easternpart were initiated.

1982: The reconstruction completiondrawing was made.
(the excavationreport was formulated.)

1989: The basic investigationfor the “reconstruction” and physical
arrangement of the area of the Former Imperial Audience Hall
Compound.

1992: The researchfor the “construction” of the Former Imperial
Audience Hall was initiated.

1993: The 1:100 scale model of the Former Imperial Audience Hall
Compound was created.

1994: The 1:10 scale model was created.

1995: The basic designs were made.

1997: The preparation to create the executiondesigns was conducted.
(the model was created forone fifthof the whole)

1998: The excavations of the western part were initiated.
The execution designworkwas initiated. (until2000)

2001: The full-scale presentation, “reconstruction”, of the Former
Imperial Audience Hall Compound was initiated.

2010: The “reconstruction” was completed.

Traces of Jifuku-ishi
(long horizontalbase stone)

The foundationstone remained inthe Kuni Imperial Palace Site

The location of pillars
The layout of pillars in the Kuni Imperial Palace (relocated the Former
Imperial Audience Hall of the Nara Palace)

9 bays in length 4 bays in width

The Former Imperial Audience Hall Remains

Jifuku-ishi
(long horizontal
base stone)

Traces of Jifuku-ishi
(long horizontal base stone)53m in width (platform)

Additionally arranged stairs

StairsStairsStairs

Stairs Stairs
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The height of the platform of the
Former Imperial Audience Hall

Width of the stair 4.1m

Stairs of Tosakadera Kondô

Stairs of Pagoda Foundation of Kawachi Kokubun-ji
Temple Ruins

The height is considered based on the pitch of stairs

Width of the stair the height of the platform

Stone materials usedto the side of the stairs
(Excavated from the Latter Imperial Audience Hallof the Nara Palace)

Stairs at the south side
were additionally arranged

The Heian Palace Daigokuden shown in the
paintings from the 12th Century

(Taken from me "Nenju gyoji emaki”
“The 8th edition of Japanese Scrolling Picture”
publishedby Chuokoronsha Inc in1987)

The roof style and decorations of the Daigokuden are expressed in the painting

The platform and the inside of the building are expressed in the painting.

Shibi
(ornamental tile)

No walls or doors at the front

Daigokuden

Kôden
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The structure of Tôshôdai-ji Kondô The structure of Hôryû-ji Kondô

The structures of the Former Imperial Audience Hall

Tôshôdai-jiKondô: constructed around 780A.D. Hôryû-ji Kondô: constructed in the late 7th century

Adoption of the
traditional
techniques

Spear plane

Adze
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The full-scale presentation (called “reconstruction”) plan
for the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

1.The overview of the Nara Palace Site

2.The conventional “reconstruction” method
–The Suzaku Gate and the Former Imperial Audience Hall

3.The consideration regarding the
“reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

Ne-ishi of South Corridor (excavated in 1973)

Traces of the foundation stones

Pillars of the east and west towers Ditch for rain water

Traces of the
foundation stones

Ditch for
rain water

West Tower

South Gate

East Tower

South Corridor

South-facing
Corridor

Traces of Jifuku-ishi
(long horizontalbase stone)

Ne-ishi
(bottommost

foundation stones)

South Corridor (excavated in 2001)

3.2m

7.1m

3.2m

4.6m

Earthen wall is assumed
to be here

The remains of the south-facing corridor
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The remains of East Corridor (excavated
in 1979)

Ditch for rain
water

East Tower

The plan of the East Corridor (excavated in 1979) Excavated in 1975

3.5m
Pillars of the Gate

North Corridor

The space between pillars andthe length of the
ditch releasing rainwater from the pillars are
the same as those of the south corridor.

The structure is the same as that of
the south corridor

3.2m

7.1m

3.2m

Traces of the foundation stones
Pillars of the east and west towers Ditch for rain waterPillars of the east and west towers Ditch for rain waterPillars of the east and west towers Ditch for rain waterPillars of the east and west towers Ditch for rain water

The remains of the east corridor

East Corridor

98cm

52cm

83cm

47cm

Foundation stone (andesite) Platform stone material (tuff)

Roof tiles (unearthed from awiderarea)

South Gate
West
Tower

East
Tower

Foundation stone (granite)

Artifacts unearthed from
the corridors

63

52cm

65

15cm

42
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7.1m4.6m 15bays 4.6m 15bays

The size of the south corridor was
identified from the remains.
The each size of both the north and south
of the gate is 4.6mx15 bays.

The size of the southern part of the east
corridor was identified, which is 4.6m from
the remains.

The size of the northern part was not
identified from the unearthed remains;
however, the location of the gate shall be a
fixed point.

If the length of the southern part of 4.6m
is also extended in the northern part
direction, the assumed gate location is not
consistent with the gate location identified
from the remains.

If the length of 4.4m is extended from the
location of the brick retaining wall in the
northern part direction, the assumed gate
location is consistent with the location
identified from the remains.

Therefore, the highly probable size shall be
4.4mx23 bays for the north of the gate and
4.6mx46 bays for the south of the gate.

Gate

Brick
retaining
wall

Layout of the pillars
of the corridors

Excavated foundation stone: 50cm

(from geographical
formation and

excavated stones)

0.3 0.8m0.8 1.1m

From the unearthed remains
10.4 11.0m

(The Central State Halls Compound) (The Former Imperial AudienceHall)

Ne-ishi

Remains of Jifuku-ishi Remains of Jifuku-ishi

The remains of the corridor platform

The North and South Cross-
Section Diagram of the Remains

of the South-facing Earthen wall
Corridor

ref. 2009 Ni.431 West Wall

The location shall be considered based on
the jifuku-ishi of the same size asthat of

the north part.

The size of jifuku-ishi shall be projected
based on the small traces of jifuku-ishi.
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Width of the Platform 11.0m

South
(The Central State Halls Compound)

North
(The Former Imperial AudienceHall)

Ne-ishi

Height of the
Platform;
0.9m (south side)

A set of excavated stone materials of the platform
(south side)

Height of the
Platform;
0.9m (north side)

(North side)

The platform of the corridors

260 or more

300 or more

647 or
more

150 or more

120 or more

The structure of the upper part of the corridor

Traces of the foundation
stones

Large spacing between pillars
(7.1m)

Ditch for
rain

water

Corridor Corridor

Earthen wall

Cross-Section Diagram of the Corridor
(the excavations at the east corridor conducted in1967)

The Heian Palace earthen-walled corridorexpressed in the paintings
from the 12th Century

(Taken from me "Nenju gyoji emaki” “The 8th edition of Japanese
scrolling Picture” Published by Chuokoronsha Inc in 1987)

Schematic Cross-Section Diagram of Corridor

Large spacing between pillars and
traces of earthen wall Earthen-walled corridors

7.1mDitch for
rainwater

Traces of earthen wall

Ditch for rain
water

natural ground / black soil

soil for ground leveling

new ditch

sedimentary soil
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The excavations at the west tower of the
Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound
conducted in 2005 (from the south east)

North

28m

8.8m

South Corridor

Traces of Jifuku-ishi
(long horizontal base stone)

Inner pillar:
Built with a stone foundation

(a structure called soseki-dachi)

Outer pillar
Dug-standing pillar

The remains of the east and west towers

The artifacts unearthed
at the east and west towers

The artifacts
unearthed from
the east tower

The artifacts
unearthed from the
west tower

The pillars being
unearthed at the
east tower

The anticipated roof style of the east and west towers

Sumiki
Futagawara

(roofing tile)

Sumiki

Excavated Sumiki Futagawara (roofing tile)
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Corridor
Platform
(I-1Phase)

(3) Tower Platform
(I-2 Phase Extension)

72cm

(1) (1)

(2) (2)

(4) (4)

(5) (5)

98cm

52cm

The pillars of the east
and west towers

Foundation stone (granite)

The diameter of inner pillars is
approximately 40cm.

The differences between the
inner pillars and outer pillars are
not only the sizes (diameter)but
also the method to erect pillars. Outer Pillar

(excavatedfrom the East Tower)

(1) Dig pillar holes for outer pillars (2) Erect outerpillars (3) Cratea platform (4) Place thefoundation stone (5) Erect inner pillars
Pillarholes forouter pillars Tower Platform Soil

The innerpillars are thinner All pillars forthe lowerpart have a uniformdiameter

The outerand innerpillars
have the same structural roles

The structure of the east and west towers

(The plan in 2012, there are no case examples in Japan.) (The plan of 2002, there are some case examplesin Japan.)

Floor Floor

Outer Pillar Outer Pillar

Inner Pillar

The outerpillars hold
up the roof and floor

Inner Pillar (Holding up the floor)
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Width of the Platform; 11.0m

South
(The Central State Halls Compound)

North
(The Former Imperial AudienceHall)

Ne-ishi

Height of the Platform;
0.9m (south side)

A set of excavated stone materials of the platform
(south side)

Height of the Platform;
0.9m (north side)

(North side)

“Reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience
Hall Compound (platform of the corridors)

260 or more

300 or more

647 or
more

150 or more

120 or more
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Ministry ofLand, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

“Reconstruction” of the Former Imperial
Audience Hall Compound

2

“Reconstruction”of the Structures of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

West Corridor

East Corridor

Inner
Courtyard

North Corridor

The Former Imperial Audience Hall
(completed)

South Corridor

West Tower

South Gate

■ A Rendering of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound Based
on the Reconstruction Plan

* The rendering may be changed as the
designing process progresses.

Cross-section diagram
of earthen-walled

corridor

Platform

 The researches and studies conducted so far have shown the grounds for the “reconstruction” (such as the
positions, forms and structures etc.) of “Platform ”, “East Corridor” and “West Corridor” out of all the structures
of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound. Accordingly, it is currently being considered to proceed with the
“reconstruction” and physical arrangement operations for these structures.

The elements where the grounds for the reconstruction have already been clarified.

The elements where the further researches and studies are required.

The elements where the grounds for the reconstruction have already been clarified.

Inner

Courtyard→

East Tower
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Issues to be considered regarding the “reconstruction”:
(1) Measures for Soft Grounds

● The locations where the
ground surveys were conducted.

 Basically, the traditional materials and construction methods shall be used for the reconstruction; however, the
use of alternative materials and construction methods on an as needed basis is also being considered from the
perspectives of curing archaeological remains and ensuring safety for the visitors etc.
 The location for the “reconstruction” of the Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound partly contains soft

grounds and therefore the weight for the upper structures should be reduced.

The location for the “reconstruction” of the
Former Imperial Audience Hall Compound

Analysis Report on Soft Grounds

 Zone III
The ground that is firm enough to bear the
weight of the upper structures.

 Zone II
The ground where the weight of a part of
the upper structures should be considered
to be reduced due to the alluvial clay layer.

 Zone I
The ground where the weight of a larger
part of the upper structures should be
reduced due to the soft grounds.

4

Issues to be considered regarding the “reconstruction”:
(2) Securing the Exhibition Space

One example of an exhibition
(West Tower)

One example of an exhibition
(West Corridor)

 It is being considered to secure exhibition spaces to provide information such as the outline of the Former
Imperial Audience Hall Compound.
 It is being considered to secure exhibition spaces in the west corridor and west tower based on the

principle that the exhibitions shall be minimized by taking the design into consideration and without
modifying the forms and designs of the structures specified in the draft plan for “reconstruction”.
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Issues to be considered regarding reconstruction:
(3) Measures for the passages of the inner courtyard

Pavement of the InnerCourtyard

Condition of the pavement
(the 454th excavation)

 Basically, the passages of the inner courtyard shall be pebbled based on the excavations; however the
management and functional aspects should be taking into consideration for the finish of the paving.

【The passage for people withdisabilities】

The passage shall be effectively pebbled to eliminate the uneven surface in order to allow access by
wheelchair users or a flat and smoothpavement withthe colors that match to that of the pebble.
The width of the passage shall be 2m (1.80m or more*1), which is enough for wheelchair users to pass

each other on the passage.

The slope of the ramp shall be 1/12or more*2.
 Installationof the landings*3, handrails*4 andfall preventionfacilities*5 shall be considered.

【The passage for emergency vehicles】
The passage shall be effectively pebbled in order to allow access by emergency and administrative

vehicles.

The width of the passage for emergencyvehicles shall be 3m.

Item to prevent pebbles
from being swept away

Sand etc. The flat and smooth
pavement

Pebbled path reconstructed
faithfully to the original

Image of the paving (the thickness of the pebble:approx. 10cm)

The width of the passage for emergency
and administrative vehicles: 3m

The width of the
passage for people

with disabilities: 2m
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Summary of the Report, Questions and Answers at the

Informal Meeting for the State of Conservation of the Nara Palace Site

(Prepared by the Nara Prefectural Government and Nara Municipal Government)

 Summary of the Report (See Annex 2-4-2)

1. Formulation of the Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan for the

“Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara”

 In view of the need for comprehensive preservation and management of the

“Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” consisting of eight different types of

component parts, the Agency of Cultural Affairs, the Nara Prefectural and

Municipal Governments, and related organizations shall work together to

formulate a Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan (See Annex

2-4-2, p.1, lower slide).

 The chapter for the Nara Palace Site included in the Comprehensive

Preservation and Management Plan shall be formulated based on the “Basic

Scheme for the Preservation and Restoration of the Nara Palace Site” (1978),

the “Implementation Plan for the Basic Scheme for the Preservation and

Management Plan” (2008), and the “Basic Plan for the Asuka-Nara Palace Site

Historical National Government Park (Nara Palace Site)” (2008). (See Annex

2-4-2, p.2, upper slide)

 The Plan shall be drafted by the Nara Prefectural/Municipal Governments and

supervised by the Agency for Cultural Affairs in cooperation with the Nara

National Research Institute for Cultural Properties. The Plan will be submitted

to the UNESCO World Heritage Center by the end of January, 2015 (See Annex

2-4-2, p.2, lower slide).

 Summary of Questions and Answers

1. Questions

 Various plans issued by different organizations and bodies (such as the

Annex 2-4-1 [on Paragraph 4-c), 35COM7B.71]
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development plan by Nara City) currently exist. How should these different

plans be coordinated from the viewpoint of the World Heritage property

“Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” as a whole? Will all the related

organizations and bodies participate in the formulation of the Comprehensive

Preservation and Management Plan? We consider that the Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism should also participate in the

formulation of the Plan given that the Ministry seems to be playing an

important role in implementing the Plan.

2. Answers

 From the perspectives of the urban planning, landscape planning and cultural

property preservation etc., the Government of Japan and the Nara

Prefectural/Municipal Governments currently implement the measures to

preserve and utilize the “Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara” based on their

respective roles while sharing information. We intend to enhance the

preservation and management structures in the process of formulating the

Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan.

 We consider that we should establish respective preservation and management

policies for each component part, as well as comprehensive preservation and

management methods and system for all parts as a whole. Since the eight

component parts are owned by different owners, we should discuss further the

method and process for building a consensus among the concerned parties

including the owners. Also, in formulating the Comprehensive Preservation and

Management Plan, we shall consider ways of holding consultations including

the possibility of establishing a committee participated in by the concerned

parties including the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism.
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Comprehensive Preservation and
Management of “Historic Monuments

of Ancient Nara” and Nara Palace Site

Nara City, Nara Prefecture

The cultural properties that constitute
“Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara”

Wooden
Structures

Associative Cultural
Landscapes

Archaeological
Remains

Tôdai-ji
Kôfuku-ji

Kasuga-Taisha
Gangô-ji

Tôshôdai-ji
Yakushi-ji

Kasuga-Taisha

Kasugayama Primeval
Forest

Nara Palace Site
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The proposed arrangement of the chapters for the
Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan

Chapter 1: The purpose and background of the formulation of the comprehensive
preservation and management plan, structure and composition etc. of the plan

Chapter 2: Outstanding Universal Value/Evaluation Criteria/Constituent Assets

Chapter 3: The current situation and issues regarding the assets and surrounding environments

Chapter 4: Basic policies

Chapter 5: Preservation and management of Outstanding Universal Value

Chapter 6: The integrated conservation with the surrounding environments

Chapter 7: Implementation of the monitoring of the progress

Chapter 8: Promotion of maintenance, opening to the public and utilization.

Chapter 9: Establishment and operation of the system

Chapter 10: Formulation and implementation of the action plan

The proposed schedule to formulate the plan

January 2013: The overall structure and the schedule to
formulation schedule shall be presented in the
report regarding the Nara Palace Site

December 2014: The formulation of the final version of the
Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan
(English version) shall be completed.

January 2015: The Plan shall be submitted to UNESCO

Compiled by the Agency for Cultural Affairs
Writtenby Nara City, Nara Prefecture
Cooperated byNara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties

Writing and Translation (into English) processes by
Nara City (Nara Prefecture)
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Summary of the Site Visit

at the Informal Meeting for the State of Conservation of Nara Palace Site

● Summary of Site Visit

1. Temporary Visitors’ Facilities at the Entrance Square

 The Nara Prefectural Government explained about the facility outlines,

purposes and removal plan for parking lots, toilets and rest facilities.

The Nara Prefectural Government also explained about the transportation

terminal plan for the development of the areas outside the World Heritage

Property as well as the measures to reduce traffic congestions in Nara City,

which were being implemented on the day of the site visit by utilizing the

temporary bus terminal.

2. Temporary Visitors’ Facilities at the South Gate Square

 The Nara Prefectural Government explained about the facility outlines and

purposes of toilets and rest facilities.

3. Temporary fences surrounding the Front Courtyard of the Former Imperial Audience

Hall Compound

 The Nara Prefectural Government explained about the facility outlines,

purposes and removal plan for the temporary fences.

 The temporary fences were inspected from various locations (from the inside of

the Imperial Audience Hall Compound and the top of the Imperial Audience

Hall Platform)

● Summary of questions and answers

1. Questions

 When do you plan to remove the temporary visitors’ facilities?

 Do you mean that the temporary fences surrounding the Former Imperial

Audience Hall Compound currently in place are not a part of so called

Annex 2-5 [on Paragraph 4-c), 35COM7B.71]
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“reconstruction”? Please explain the height of the earthen mounds installed to

preserve the underground archaeological remains.

2. Answers

 We shall implement the removal of the temporary visitors’ facilities, as well as

the relocation of the factory premises and equipment by September 2014.

We will launch a project to construct the transportation terminal after the

completion of the soil contamination investigation and the excavation of buried

cultural properties for the planned relocation site. Moreover, we plan to remove

the temporary visitors’ facilities after we partly commence the service of the

transportation terminal in March 2016. However, there may be some delays in

the plan depending on the progresses of the excavation.

 The temporary fences are not a part of “reconstruction.” All of the temporary

fences shall be removed when implementing the “reconstruction” of

earthen-walled corridors, etc. Moreover, the height of the earthen mounds for

maintaining the underground archaeological remains in good condition shall be

approximately 1.5m.




























































































































































































